Randolph Hall

The hall known as Randolph houses upperclassmen striving for academic success. Clara Cuellar, house director, said the residents here show remarkable togetherness.

Unlike the pizza parties, movies and other activities of other halls, Randolph scheduled a month dedicated to educational growth. Various guests spoke to the ladies on Wednesday nights, on topics such as self-esteem, decision making, intimacy, sex, the singles lifestyle, careers and marriage.

Cuellar said, “The varying personalities are a never-ending challenge, presenting a constant source of interest to the ladies as they work their way through college.”

Bonin Hall
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“Bonin Hall is not as wild and does not have as many problems as it used to,” said officer L.R. Burleigh, a university policeman.

Bonin Residence Hall houses its regular residents, as well as USL’s female athletes.

The fall semester has been filled with several activities such as a Sex Seminar with Dr. Blair and a panel, a Crush party in Groucho’s, pizza nights, movie nights, a 50’s party, and a male-female auction.

The physical improvements were mostly done over spring, 1986. This semester the study room is in process, the second floor and the outside of the hall facing University had been painted and a Lady Cajun bulletin board has been placed in the lobby.

Judy Didier, House Director, believes, “The girls are a lot more friendlier, since summer school...I like what I am seeing...Everyone seems closer which is a direct reflection on the staff...the staff is trying to make a positive influence on the residents, they have a direct influence on every situation...We have a very special staff.”

Alison Bertin, a residence hall counselor, concluded, “I don’t want to be on any other staff.”